
Optimumn Values and Response Surfaces

1. Physical Optimum Values 

Suppose in the production of a crop, say wheat, the input factors are the levels or doses 
of N, P and K expressed in kg/ha and the output factor is yield of the crop (y) expressed in 

Quintals/ha. It is known that value of y shall be different for different combinations of the 

values of input factors. Out of these different combinations of values of input factors, there 
will be a combination for which the value of output factor y shall be maximum. Let us suppose 

that p kg/ha of N, q kg/ha of P and r kgha of Kapplied together gives us m quintals per hectare 

of yield (y) of the crop which is the maximum of all the values of y obtained from all possible 

combinations of the values of N, P and K. It means that no other combination of the values of 

N,P and K gives yield more than m quintals/ha. Then the values p. q and r are called the 

physical optimum of the input factors N, P and K respectively and the value m is called 

physical optimum ofy for these values of N, P and K. 

2. Economic Optimum Values 
If the cost price of the input factors and seling price of the output factor are considered 

along with their quantitative values, then different quantitative combinations of input factors 
shall give different values of the profit (= selling price of y-cost price of N. P and K) that 

may be obtained in the production of y. Suppose x, y and z (kg/ha) are the quantitative values 

or doses of N, P and K to obtain the maximum profit (Rs. B/ha), then x, y and z are called the 
economic optimum doses for the input factors N, P and K respectively. 

3. Response Surface 
A response surface is the function frepresenting the relationship of output or response

factor y with input factors z, 2 Thus if 

y=f(,*2 )+¬ 
then fis dhe response surface ande denotes the experimental error. The experimental eror 

arises becauee of the difference in the observed value of y (from an experiment) and its 
calculated value (from eq. 1). 

Genorlly cbe acual functional relationship expressed by eq. 1 is hardly known andis 
therefore, approximated by a properly chosen function, such as polynomial, exponential etc. 

ln order to delemine the response surface or functuonal relationship given by cq. 1. We 
fin dhe given data for y, a propely chossen function by any one of the methods 
like mothod of least eoquares or method of orthogonal polynomials. Ror example we may tit 
the first or ecoad degoe polynomial to one input factor a by assuming the function as 

(for first degree polynomial) 
yt ah+a 

Siamilardy we may ausume the following function for two input fuctors und 

(for second degree polynomial 



(for first degree polynomial 
yrat a +aty + arf+ asr t ara (for second degree polynom1a) 

while fitting any function to the data we may use the data as given (in original units) or 

nsform it by using any ot the coding procedure for the sake of convenience. 

AMetbod of Determination of Physical Optimum 
The following procedure is adopted for this purpose. 

Step-1. We fit the given data for response or output factor y and one input factor a 

inpat factor properiy choose function as 

y=fr). (for one input factor x) .(1) 

y=f. )(for n input factors , (2) 

Step-2. Now we differentiate y with respect to x for one input factor x and with respect 

D for n nput factors and cquate to zero each one of these values of differential 

coefficients to get the following equation: 

One equation-

for one input factor 

equations 

df =0 
d 

for n input factors 
d dr 

d ds 

M3. Solve one cquaion obtained in step-2 for one input factor to get the vale of 

ch is physical optimum of input z. 
r ) Solve n equation obtaioed in step -2 for n input factors to get vaues of 

4 thet are playsleal optimum of the corresponding iopul factorn 

)Ror one input factor, substitute the value of s obtained in siep 3 (a) in cquabon 

oeind in ep 1 o go the physlcal optimum value of ourput y corresponding to these 

alues alues of input factors. 

Forn input factors, substitute the values of i, I2, obtained in stepS io) n 

219a phyical optimun value of output or respoase factor y corespoading w uhe 

hyaical p vales of input facto 
BMdo Determine-Economic Optimum 

e following procedure is followed for this purpo 

The given data for out out-pul or respoose factor y and one input tacur a A 

inpus facaos 
,is fittod to the pruperly cho8eD functio/ as 



..) y=fir). (for one input factor ) 
y=f(1, I2,. ) (for n input factors X1 2 . ) 2) or 

Step-2. (a) Then we differentiate y, with respect to x (for one input factor) in eq. () and 

equate it towhere q is cost per unit of the input factor x and p is the price per unit of the 

P 
out-put to get the equation 

ddh)_ ddP ..(3) 

or (b) We differentiate y with respect to x, X2, ... , Ia (for n input factors) in eq. (2) and 

equate then equations so obtained to . .respectively, to get the equations 

dy 1 
dx dx 
dy f, 2 n 92P for n input factors .4) 

d d2 

dn dxn p 
where qi. 42 4n are the cost per unit of the input X1, 2 respectively andp is the price 

per unit of the output or response factor y. 
Step-3. (a) Solve one equation obtained in step 2 (a) to get value of x which is the 

economicc optimum of input factor x. 

or (b) Solve n equations obtained in step 2 (6) to get values of x, 2 that are the 

economic optimum of input factors xj, 2 , 

Step 4. (a) Substiute value of x obtained in step 3 (a) in eq. (1) obtained in step-I to get 
the economic optimum of output y coresponding to this value of input factors. 

b) Substitute values of x , 2.X, obtained in step-3 (b) in eq. (2) obtained in step-l, 
to get the economic opümum of output or response factor y corresponding to these values of 

input facors. 

6. Optimum Values for Quadratic Polynomial 

We explain the method when response curve lsa quadratic polynomial (a) If the cquation of response curve is 

y agta t az 

0+2ax=0 ds 
then 

or 

I ie that value of a for which reaponse of y is maximum i.e., it is the value of physic a optimum of x. 



is a, then for economic. optimum value of x, we have 

a=a+2azr dr 

If the price per unit of out-put or response factor y is p and cost per unit of input factor 

and the maximum net profit = p (a,x+a2 )- qr. 

)If the equation of response surface for two input factors x and n is 

then ( for physical optinmum values ofx and za we have 

a+2ayx + ag =0 

a2+ 2a2 +agr0 

Solving these two equations we get values of physical optimum of x and z2 

and (i) for economic optimum values of r and r2, we have 

=a + 2ay+a 

2=a2+2041+ag2p 
where qi and q2 are cost prices per unit of xi and 2 respectively. 

Note: Other types of response curves can also be used in place of polynomials.

ustration : The values of input factor r and the output factor y are given below: 

5 6 7 8 9 
2 

10 11 10 9 
8 2 

Find (a) physical optimum for input foctor x. 

md (6) the economic optimum for x if the cost of x is Rs. 6 per unit and price ofy is Rs. 

3 per xnit. 
Sola. Using the method of least squares explained in the chapter of Curve Fitting of this 

,e second degree equation y =ag+a +xy fitted to the give data comes out to be 

y-0.919+3.4lx-0.256r 

Tais is the reaponse surfece 
ar physical optimum of input factor , we have 

3.41-0.512x=0 
d 

6.66 units 

t) Par occaomie optimum of inpu! factor , we have 

3.41 0.s12 2 
dr 



2-3.41_142.75 units 0.5122.75 units 
0.512 

Utility of Response Surfaces 
1. We can estimate the response of output factor corresponding to given level(s) of the 

input factor(s) with the help of response surface. 
2. It helps in determining the optimum level of a single factor or optimum levels of a 

combination of factors for which the response of the output factor is maximum (as in case of 

yield) or minimum (as in case of cost of production per unit of output). 
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